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Abstract: The global climate change agenda proceeds at an incremental pace while the Earth is approaching critical tipping points in its development trajectory. Climate action at this pinnacle juncture needs to be greatly accelerated and rooted in the fundamentals of the problem—human beings’ disconnection from nature. This paper underscores the valuable role nature and nature-based solutions can play in addressing climate change at the city scale and its implications for broader sustainability. Urban ecosystems (nature in cities) are seen as an integral part of a proposed local climate action rubric wherein policy measures and integrated planning guide lowcarbon/impact development to create more resilient and sustainable urban environments. The use of green infrastructure is highlighted as a cost-effective means to contribute to mitigation and adaptation needs as well as to promote human wellbeing. The paper takes an exploratory view of the influence of ecosystem services, particularly cultural services, and its economics in relation to the individual and society to understand how biophilia can be nurtured to promote environmental stewardship and climate action.
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1. Introduction: A New Local Climate Action Rubric

“We should bear in mind that profound changes in attitudes, behaviours and policies will be required to create a world in which human beings live in harmony with nature.” Sam Kahamba Kutesa, UN General Assembly President—Dialogue on Harmony with Nature (UN News 2015 [1]).

It is time to move beyond process to tangible action at multiple scales to avoid the impending climatic and socio-economic tipping points confronting human existence. It is imperative we strike an equilibrium between humans and nature in light of growing populations, accelerating consumption, exploitative resource extraction and deteriorating biodiversity, being keenly aware that humans are dependent on the natural environmental for survival and not the inverse.

The sustainability of human development is grounded in attaining a social-ecological balance and harmonious quality of life with nature. Accelerating societal understanding of the inherent dependency human beings have on the natural environment for human health, economic development and societal evolution is fundamental to foster respect and accountability to Mother Earth. Once understood, nature can be our salvation and the innovation of the future.

Nature-based solutions to our climate dilemma also lay the foundations for sustainable development and human wellbeing. The European Commission defines “nature-based solutions” “as actions which are inspired by, supported by or copied from nature”. Clearly, multidisciplinary approaches to the climate challenge also need to include disinvestment from fossil fuel energy, building local capacities, employing more women decision-makers, citizen engagement, green production and integrated urban planning to reduce dependency on motorized transport. Women comprise only seven percent of environment, natural resources and energy ministers and a mere three percent of science and technology ministers.
globally. Yet, research indicates when women are in leadership positions in greater numbers, public and collective issues are more often prioritized, including access to clean water and education and setting aside protected land areas as well as conflict prevention and sustainable peace solutions being more common (UN 2012 [2]). Sustained climate solutions warrant a paradigm re-think in how the developed countries pursue economic growth and value quality of life, with developing and emerging economies avoiding the mistakes of the former. Decoupling economic growth from environmental degradation is essential to keep within planetary resource boundaries, with city-level decoupling increasingly essential in light of growing urbanization (UNEP 2013 [3]).

The paper puts forth a nature-based approach in the context of a local climate action rubric, wherein the drivers of a sustainable and resilient city include: (1) policy incentives and integrated systems planning; (2) rich biodiversity and natural ecosystems; and (3) low carbon urban infrastructure and green infrastructure (see Figure 1). The valuable contribution of cities to the global climate agenda is underscored, emphasizing the potential of the local context to change behavior towards climate action and global sustainability. The economics of nature are outlined to make the business case for greater use of nature-based solutions in our cities and built environments to positively exploit the ecosystem services for climate mitigation and adaptation as well as resource efficiency. The important contribution of green infrastructure to sustainable urban development is reviewed, particularly in support of urban ecosystems services and quality of life.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework: local climate action rubric (source: author).

The paper also explores biophilia in the social-ecological context to make a case for its role in environmental stewardship and support of climate action. Climate action (or sustainable behavior) for the purpose of this paper is defined as any action that reduces or supports emission reductions of carbon and/or greenhouse gases (GHGs) as well as enhances the adaptive capacity of built environments, populations groups, and communities to sustain climatic shocks. Accomplished sustainable policy measures and initiatives are outlined for governments and research recommendations are proposed for further investigation.

2. The Role of Cities in Advancing Climate Action

Global human population is forecasted to reach nine billion by 2050, of which 70% will be residing in urban environments. This trend, in and of itself, is a fundamental driver and multiplier of human behaviors compounding the precarious climate change reality. A growing middle class, accelerating consumerism and expanding urbanization are in juxtaposition to increased natural resource demand, declining biodiversity and jeopardized public health.

Cities are well positioned to play an instrumental role in combatting the localized impacts of climate change and significantly contribute to the global climate commitments. Cities can directly effectuate change through greater engagement in peoples’ daily lives with an inherent understanding
of the socio-economic conditions and local vulnerabilities. Municipal responsibilities over key sectors, including land use planning, buildings, urban infrastructure and services and local ecosystems can influence lower emission trajectories and strengthen adaptive capacities, creating an urban context and the choice architecture that can encourage human behavior towards sustainable actions and lifestyles—ultimately the game changer in the climate agenda.

The UN Climate Summit in September 2014 affirmed the critical role of cities and their significant GHGs reductions (8.0 Gt CO$_2$e) possible by 2050 (Figure 2). These contributions come from three core sectors, buildings, transport and waste; however, as illustrated below the emissions gap remains critical and warrants additional aggressive (urban) action and commitments as recommended in this paper to remain within the global carbon budget of 1000 Gt CO$_2$ and the 2/1.5 °C tipping point (Erickson and Tempest, 2015 [4]).

![Figure 2. Potential Urban Emissions Impact (Source: SEI/C40 2014, [5]).](image)

The building sector remains the low hanging fruit for reducing urban and global emissions (IPCC 2014 [6], Santiago Fink 2011 [7]). The rate and amount of construction, particularly in emerging markets and developing countries presents a unique opportunity for cities to ensure the built environment is low carbon neutral and contributes to the reduction in urban building GHG emissions targets of 2.4 GtCO$_2$e in 2030 and 4.5 GtCO$_2$e in 2050 (Erickson and Tempest, 2014 [8]). Emissions reductions in the sector can be further expanded with sustainable design and green infrastructure applications, e.g., green roofs, to complement smart technologies supporting energy efficiency and enhanced systems performance. New York City has committed to this path in its PlaNYC/One NYC, forecasting a 30% reduction in GHG from retrofitting buildings for greater energy performance by 2025 coupled by significant green jobs growth (Figure 3), and is an illustrative model for other cities and their potential impact.

![Figure 3. NYC Building Greenhouse Gases GHG Reductions (source: http://www.nyc.gov/html/builttolast/pages/plan/plan.shtml [9]).](image)
The building sector can also guide local resiliency by ensuring the siting of structures is not prone to climatic hazards and support principles of environmental justice. Structural change through urban planning and low-impact infrastructure development can deepen emissions levels (IPCC Synthesis Report 2014, Erickson and Tempest, 2015 [4,6]) and when complemented with green infrastructure and other natural design applications offer opportunities for broader social and physical resiliency. Washington, DC (WDC) strongly advocates green roofs for storm water management and to support energy conservation, evidenced by its 2015 inventory of over five million square feet, the equivalent of 58 acres (23.4 hectares). On average, a green roof in WDC retains 15 gallons (56.7 liters) of storm-water per one square foot (0.09 square meter) of coverage or 50%–75% of rainfall on an annual basis (Chesapeake Bay Foundation, 2008 [10]).

Urban development patterns and transportation networks lay the foundation for urban sustainability or conversely the prolonged lock-in of carbon intensive trajectories. Sustainable urban form has the potential to mitigate 20% of future carbon emissions compared to the BAU scenario between 2015 and 2030 (Erickson and Tempest, 2015 [4]). Cities can thrive when land use in the central business district (CBD) prioritizes housing and businesses rather than parking. In the USA on average 80% of CBD land area is used for parking (Manville and Shoup, 2004 [11]), with the average car being parked 96% of the time (Heck, Rogers and Carroll, 2014 [12]). Cities with the enabling environment both in the form of policy incentives and low carbon or carbon neutral urban infrastructure are better placed to guide their citizenry towards sustainable behaviors and to help stem the anthropogenic impact on the natural environment.

3. Importance of Urban Ecosystem Services

Cities benefit from valuable ecosystems services and can be rich in biodiversity (Beatley, 2011 [13]). The multi-functionality of natural systems supports the triad of sustainability and demands of climate change both to mitigate GHG emissions and enhance adaptive capacities making them among the most cost effective solutions for climate challenges at the local scale (McPhearson et al., submitted [14]). As the world becomes more urbanized, urban ecosystems will be all the more important to protect population agglomerations and critical infrastructure as well as connect human beings with the natural environment to cultivate attitudes and foster social norms towards nature conservation and sustainable lifestyles.

The services provided by natural ecosystems, categorized as: (1) provisioning services in their creation of oxygen, food, water, raw materials; (2) regulating services for carbon capture and sequestration, water management and waste water treatment, air purification, pollination, biological control; (3) supporting services by providing habitat for flora and fauna and maintaining genetic diversity and nutrient cycling; and (4) cultural services contributing to mental and physical health in human beings, recreation/tourism, spiritual benefits (TEEB, 2011 [15]). These ecosystem services are highly valuable yet still poorly understood and underutilized by governments and local decision-makers. The EU Green Surge Project studied 20 city positions on green infrastructure, urban ecosystem services and biodiversity, and found a gap between planning and adoption of practice, with Bristol and Barcelona standing out as the most committed to holistic implementation. Abiding by the planning principles of: (1) connectivity of (green) networks/hubs; (2) multi-functionality of ecosystem services; (3) integration with other urban systems; and (4) multi-scale of implementation, proved challenging for city authorities to fully comprehend and moreover to optimize the multi-functionality of nature’s palette of services. Climate adaptation was recognized as a strategic function of green infrastructure for storm water management, yet ecosystems’ cultural services for human health and wellbeing were weakly acknowledged and lesser so operationalized. The Project does not address climate action on account of encouraged sustainable behavior yet recognizes the potential impact of ecosystems services in a broader planning context (Hansen and Pauleit, 2014 [16]).

Urban ecosystem services will need to play an increasing vital role as cities grow in population size, with larger senior age cohorts, and heat up faster than any other settled topographies. The 2003 heat wave in Europe resulting in more than 70,000 deaths should be seen as an early warning of more
severe climatic conditions to come, whereby global warming is a new public health threat (Robine et al., 2008 [17]).

In the United States, heat is the greatest weather-related cause of human death as increasing temperatures above 90 °F (32 °C), aggravate air pollution and ozone levels, resulting in greater health risks, including respiratory illness, e.g., asthma, heart attacks, particularly among urban dwellers. High GHG emissions compound temperature levels leading to forecasts of even higher U.S. summer temperatures and health concerns in coming years (Kenward et al., 2014 [18]).

Greener cities are cooler cities and increasingly more economically strategic, in their management of storm water and the urban heat island (UHI) effect, responsible for over 10 billion US dollars annually in energy costs for cooling. Although other strategies exist for reducing surface temperatures, predominately albedo coatings for roofs and walls, the multi-functionality of vegetation at the building and city scale as carbon sinks as well as provider of valuable socioeconomic benefits that cannot be matched. The use of albedo products may be more cost effective and appropriate in circumstances of spatial and structural limitations, whereby hybrid solutions may optimize results.

The Urban Heat Island (UHI) concentration of higher temperatures in built up urban environments also results in increased ozone toxicity in the air as well as damage to local water bodies. UHI can be mitigated with the installation of green roofs and other urban vegetation at building and city scale (Gorsevski, Virginia et al., 1998 [19]), Structural facade temperatures can be reduced by 1–2 °C at night and 4–8 °C during the day with additional reductions of approximately 20% in energy consumption for cooling (Katzschner, 2011 [20]) on account of green roofs. Green roofs can have significant impact in high density or central business district areas with high impervious surfaces with recorded temperature reductions averaging 7.6 °C (Gil, 2007 [21]) and can collectively have a significant impact on a city’s adaptive capacities to climate change.

However, global trends are already compromising urban ecosystems and local biodiversity health as well as societies’ potential for cost effective solutions to climate change and human wellbeing (McPhearson et al. [14]. The Urban Heat Island effect has led to changes in local biodiversity with increased insect populations and greater propensity of evasive plants (Parmesan, 2006 [22]; Parmesan and Yohe 2003 [23]). Further climate change impacts on biodiversity have the potential to lead to drought effects on wetlands, variable phenology of flora and fauna, and pressures on marine habitats (Wilby and Perry, 2006 [24]; Hunt and Watkiss, 2011 [25]).

Therefore, the role of cities in natural resource management and local governance of ecosystems is all the more critical. Cities can benefit from a growing network of institutional and NGOs actors to strengthen efforts towards intra-municipal and multi-jurisdictional cooperation for preserving urban biodiversity and ecological systems (Wilkinson et al., 2013 [26]). Broader engagement with non-traditional stakeholders and managers of green spaces, such as golf courses, cemeteries, private gardens can reinforce networks and raise awareness of their importance in supporting ecological processes and contributing to climate action (Ernston et al., 2010 [27]). Strengthened social-ecological systems are necessary to generate, preserve and maintain natural ecosystems (Andersson et al., 2014 [28]) and can benefit from the availability of quantifiable data on water retention of wetlands, infiltration by rain gardens, carbon sequestration of urban parks, among others to facilitate local government planning processes and strengthen the business case for broader use of green infrastructure in development projects (Tonneijck and Bade, 2011 [29]).

Green Infrastructure for Climate Impact

Governments at the local, national and multi-lateral levels are starting to recognize the climate impact of green infrastructure (GI) policies. The European Commission in 2013, released a communication on Green Infrastructure (GI), Enhancing Europe’s Natural Capital, wherein it advocates its use by member states for both climate mitigation and adaptation. Green infrastructure, as defined by the European Commission as “a strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural areas with other environmental features designed and managed so as to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services”.
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The US Environment Protection Agency provides ample policy guidance and tools to local communities to encourage the implementation of GI practices with a major focus on storm water management, yet suggests integrated policies to optimize ecological as well as socioeconomic benefits. Ecosystem-based adaptation has captured the attention of the UNFCCC as a resiliency strategy.

The incorporation of green infrastructure into the built environment and urban spaces bolsters the services provided by local ecosystems and strengthens their regulating capacity to better manage heat and precipitation hazards. Urban afforestation is an effective means to address climate impacts. The US City of Baltimore has demonstrated the cost effectiveness of such policy actions by quantifying the impact of its 2.8 million trees to reduce energy costs citywide by $3.3 million a year in addition to storing 527 tons of carbon and removing 244 metric tons of ground-level ozone annually (American Forests 2015 [30]). The American Forests organization has estimated a 1:4 cost ratio of tree investment to economic and environmental return reiterating the importance and monetary value of nature. Mature trees provide the greatest impact in the removal of particulate matter and cooling effects through deposition and transpiration, underscoring the importance of urban trees (e.g., conifers and deciduous) to reach stem diameters above 30 cm to improve PM10 capture (Tonneijck and Bade 2011 [29]). This has been affirmed by US Conference of Mayors with the view that tree canopy is an essential part of a city’s natural infrastructure for enhanced quality of life and sustainability and an important means for carbon sequestration and climate protection.

Dar es Salaam benefits from local ecosystems with annual carbon sequestration of approximately 25% of per capita emissions, yet this service is being jeopardized through the loss of mature trees at an annual rate of 11.3% (as per 2002–2008 data). Dar es Salaam epitomizes the challenges faced by rapidly urbanizing cities (in this case 5% year), particularly in the Global South, that confront losses of farmland (11%), green areas (29%), and riverine territory (60%), only to become increasingly at risk of flooding at a business as usual (BAU) trajectory (Printz et al., 2015 [31]). Durban South Africa has recognized the urgency of preserving its unique biodiversity in support of ecosystem-based adaptation and as importantly to preserve the socioeconomic basis of its communities. Various policy measures have been employed, including land acquisition for landscape connectivity, open space requirements in planning processes and zoning and taxes to enhance land conservation management (Roberts et al., 2011 [32]).

Asian cities are also challenged with preserving and maintaining their green spaces due to economic development pressures and the belief green infrastructure is a luxury, rather than a necessary for public health. Jakarta is a tragic case illustrated by its precipitous loss of green space (targets) in its master plan from initially 37%, down to 9.6% in 2010 (Said and Mansor, 2011 [33]), in spite of hazardous air pollution. Singapore is a standout in the region for its commitment and innovation to preserve its ecosystems and biodiversity through policy measures that incentivize creative urban design and integrated building engineering, e.g., green walls, to overcome high density and land area constraints. Singapore epitomizes the biophilic city in its use of nature-based solutions for climate adaptation and mitigation with constructed wetlands and green corridors (Newman, 2011 [34]) as well as its commitment to human and ecological wellbeing with the development of the Singapore Biodiversity Index [35].

Cities that prioritize ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) through permeable pavements, green streets, constructed wetlands, greenways among others, benefit from reduced urban flooding and improved storm water management by reducing combined sewer overflows at a cost efficacy over traditional grey infrastructure (ASLA 2012 [36]). Fairfax County Virginia USA assessed over 1000 square miles (2590 km²) under the Urban Tree Coverage Project (UTC) and recorded 420 square miles (1088 km²) of tree coverage that generates approximately $6 billion annually in ecosystem service benefits to address air pollution, energy conservation, and storm-water management. The Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) Project is a partnership among the Chesapeake Bay Program, the Virginia Department of Forestry (VDOF), the Virginia Geospatial Extension Program (VGEP) at Virginia Tech, and local communities with the goal to assist jurisdictions with the tools and technical assistance to assess and protect their natural capital.

Integrating ecosystems into land use and spatial planning can enhance connectivity and nature’s service distribution through green corridors to the urban periphery for temperature balance. Urban
forests and parks function as valuable carbon sinks as well as lend to storm water management and regulation of urban flooding during extreme weather events. The City of Copenhagen’s efforts to fortify its parks for rainfall retention during more frequently occurring cloudbursts is an example of local leadership employing nature-based solutions for climate action.

Increasing the percentage of green space at the urban scale, both through local ecosystems preservation and use of green infrastructure, offers communities not only ecological and climatic benefits but also significant socio-economic co-benefits. Greener cities provide more ecological cultural services on account of urban parks and gardens for inhabitants to experience and reap the mental, physical and spiritual benefits contributing to improved public health. Generally, experts recommend urban green space of 20%–50% of total land area, while the World Health Organization (WHO) suggests minimum of 9 m\(^2\) of green space per person as a more valuable metric. Analysis by the European Environment Agency (EEA) indicates the majority (94%) of European cities in the EU-27 have between 10%–38% of green space (Figure 4). As important is the equitable access and proportional distribution of green space and natural infrastructure throughout the urbanscape to optimize nature’s benefits for human wellbeing, to advance environmental justice and strengthen the ecological benefits for the immediate and surrounding ecosystems.

From a climate and resource efficiency perspective, the spatial configuration of green space is particularly important to mitigate the urban heat island effect, conserve water and reduce energy consumption. Cities with a combination of high percentage of green areas, high edge density (distribution of the green space) and high patch density (number of green patches per unit area) can more effectively respond to climate extremes such as heat waves and heavy precipitation (European Environment Agency (EEA), 2015 [37]; Maimaitiyiming et al., 2014 [38]). This suggests policy and urban planning should ideally prioritize connected green corridors of critical mass rather than a multitude of fragmented green spaces. However, the total percentage of green space independently is the most impactful for climate resiliency and in practice possibly the most feasible.

![Figure 4. Green Space in EU-27 (Source: [39]).](image_url)

4. Biophilia and Connectedness to Nature

The natural environment provides a stimulating context for creativity and appreciation for life (Wilson, 1984 [40]). “Healthy ecosystems are seen as shaping local identity, providing a sense of place and fostering deeper insight into nature” (Yli-Pelkonen et al., 2006 [41]), while time spent in natural areas, particularly during childhood, is a key indicator of environmental action (Chawla, 2010 [42]).

A heighten sense of environmental consciousness (or connectedness) is an essential element of the proposed climate rubric that views climate change with a broader lens beyond mitigation and adaptation issues to also include sustainable consumption and production, sustainable development,
biodiversity conservation and sustainable lifestyles to chart the road towards global sustainability and keep within the impending two (2/1.5 °C) degree tipping point. A temperature increase of 2 °C (or 3.6 °F) has been determined by the world’s scientists to be the point at which climate impacts, e.g., drought, sea level rise, become irreversible.

Human affinity with the natural environment and other living things is an integral part of an individual’s life and our societal cultures that accentuates the concept of biophilia. This concept, put forth by Harvard biologist, Edward O. Wilson, in his 1984 book Biophilia refers to human beings’ inherent relationship with nature for millennia. The Biophilia Hypothesis (1993) by Yale’s social ecologist, Stephen R. Kellert, together with E.O. Wilson further elaborated the implications of biophilia and its applications to other disciplines including architecture and health care (Lysack, 2010 [43], Kellert, 1997 [44]). A recent Berlin study documented inhabitants professing a love of and demand for nature to satisfy recreational interests, aesthetic desires, educational motivations, and spiritual notions (Riechers et al., 2016 [45]).

The human species is part of the global biosphere and sources essential resources to live and build homes, create businesses and grow communities with a rooted dependency on our planet’s natural capital for evolution and sustainability. Climate change amplifies the risks of human alienation from nature, all the while the exploitation of natural resources for production and economic growth paradoxically deteriorates the essence of human wellbeing. However, harnessing the services of nature to positively exploit the human–nature bond may be the most powerful means of ecological and human preservation.

In many modern societies biophilia and the recognition of nature’s extensive values lays dormant. Our present day context of sprawling settlements, enslaving technology, compulsive consumption, and weak natural sciences educational curriculums account for much of this disconnection and apathy, and yet at significant socio-economic and potentially irreversible environmental costs. The paucity of teaching among American K-12 students about the benefits of nature and the human impact on the natural environment (Earth Institute, 2006 [46]) coupled with the decline in high school seniors’ support of conservation (sustainable) behaviors between 1976–2005 (Wray-Lake et al., 2010, [47]), has engendered a self-serving society with little regard for life-cycle processes; and worse so, an alarming role model for developing countries.

Long term sustained climate action depends in part on re-connecting individuals and societies with the natural capital that permeates our lives. A human sense of “connectedness” to the natural environment shapes values and attitudes towards the biosphere (Schultz et al., 2004 [48]). In other literature, the theory of “urgent biophilia” suggests individuals and communities are drawn to nature and greening practices to restore human and physical states and promote healing in situ ations of disaster (Tidball, 2012 [49]), therefore it is postulated biophilia in the proactive (rather than reactive) sense may be cultivated to evoke environmentally sensitive behavior for climate resiliency, if not for human survival. Aligned with such thinking, this paper advocates greening our cities to positively exploit the ecosystem services and optimize the cultural services to catalyze inherent human biophilic tendencies. The MillionTreesNYC [50] initiative uses tree planting as a “hook” to promote environmental stewardship and support New York City’s sustainability plan. Cultivating connectedness to nature may be facilitated at valued locations where individuals hold a sense of attachment and thus vested interests in their preservation. This theory of “topophilia” supports the potential of human cultural-based learning for sustainability and emphasizes that need for urban populations (Beery et al., 2015 [51]). This paper’s argument is aligned with such thinking and suggests behavior change may be cultivated in a localized (urban) context, wherein nature is prevalent and reinforced by low-carbon urban infrastructure and policy that advocates sustainability and climate action. As human lives become progressively technologically dependent and urbanized, the introduction of nature into human spaces is all the more critical to abate the human–nature disconnection and minimize the tendency towards “environmental generational amnesia” (Kahn et al., 2008 [52]).
The Cost Effectiveness of Nature and Economics of Biophilia

Advancement of the climate change agenda and employing nature-based solutions towards this aim is dependent in part on awareness of the economics.

A growing body of evidence demonstrates the valuable role and cost efficiencies of green infrastructure for both climate mitigation and adaptation (EEA 2015 [37]). The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) global initiative has documented multiple country and urban level case studies as well as the complementarily role of nature’s co-benefits for human wellbeing. Similarly, the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) has cataloged green infrastructure contributions to natural systems and their confirmed support of climate measures by local authorities for their added value to traditional grey infrastructure projects. Hybrid solutions that blend nature-based applications with engineered systems may provide the optimal impact considering environmental footprints, land requirements and cost expenditures, but can vary considerably depending on the hazards and level of risk management (The Royal Society, 2014 [53]), TNC 2013 [54]). From the perspective of climate adaptation, valuations exist to make the economic and business case for nature-based solutions. The ecosystems making up Vietnam’s Can Gio Reserve provide coastal storm protection and other resiliency measures for the local communities worth over US$151 million per year (Lehman, 2015 [55]) and are more cost effective providing a holistic package of services compared to traditional grey infrastructure options.

The cost of human wellbeing is dependent on nature. A growing body of evidence demonstrates the profound positive impact the natural environment brings to the individual in learning, medical and work environments resulting in reduced stress, enhanced physiological levels, heighten mental capacities, accelerated curative and restorative properties. Studies by Kaplan (1995 [56]), Kuo et al., (1998 [57], Kuo and Sullivan ( 2001 [58]), and Frumkin (2003 [59]) as well as Roger Ulrich’s seminal study “View through a Window May Influence Recovery from Surgery” (Science (1984 [60])) in which hospital patients covering from gall bladder surgery experienced reduced curative times and required less pain medication on account of simple views of trees from their room windows, underscore the powerful value of nature on the human being. The pharmaceutical industry and health care establishments have been pioneers in incorporating nature’s elements into their medicines and facilities to exploit the beneficial impact on the human body and reducing medical costs. Architects and designers have started to embrace biophilic design for building construction initiated by Roger Ulrich’s work in “evidence-based design”, whereby quantitative data and baseline measurements have demonstrated the benefits of incorporating natural elements into building systems and interior spaces for human wellbeing. This line of work is promoting the business case for nature-based solutions across various sectors and disciplines seeking to optimize human and ecological benefits and project cost-effectiveness.

Incorporating green infrastructure and natural elements into building design and planning spaces with nature provides the means to educate individuals and accimate societies to the socio-economic benefits and wellbeing nature can deliver throughout all aspects of human life (Kellert et al., 2011 [61]) (Table 1). It is this learning process, fueled by anecosystem’s cultural services, that reinforces the local climate action rubric, with an increased propensity for environmental stewardship and sustainable behaviors.
Table 1. Economic Benefits of Biophilic Design (source: Terrapin Bright Green, LLC (2012) [62]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Design Element</th>
<th>Human/Societal Benefit</th>
<th>Economic Benefits/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business/Office</td>
<td>Views of Nature</td>
<td>Increased productivity; reduced stress</td>
<td>$3.6 million/employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical–Hospitals–Health Care</td>
<td>Views of Nature</td>
<td>Reduced hospital stays after surgery; restoration of physiological/mental states</td>
<td>$93,324,031/year (industry savings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Daylighting</td>
<td>Heighten cognitive capacities</td>
<td>7%–26% improved test scores (The Alliance for Excellent Education (2007 [63]) estimates that if the students who had dropped out of the class of 2007 had graduated high school, the national economy would have benefited from an additional $329 billion in income over their lifetimes.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate, residential</td>
<td>Access to park (500 m)</td>
<td>Restoration of physiological and mental states; leisure, recreation, relaxation</td>
<td>5% premium in residential prices; $2200/person saving to health care industry to address obesity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Daylighting</td>
<td>Positive environment</td>
<td>40% increased sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Views/simulations to/of nature</td>
<td>Reduced aggression, stress and violence</td>
<td>52% fewer felonies (of public housing residents); approx. $162,200 savings/yr by State (Illinois)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Behavioral Change towards Climate Action

Behavioral change is a function of human habits and conscious decision-making, and in the case of environmental action, reinforced by awareness, accessibility, affordability, technologies, social norms, and biophilia (Kurz et al., 2015 [64]; Stieninger, 2013 [65]; Santiago Fink, 2011 [7]). Changing individual and societal behavior towards climate action depends upon both upstream (macro level) and downstream (individual) interventions. Social psychologists and social practice experts both acknowledge the importance of context in shaping behavior (Kurz et al., 2015 [64]). Context in the form of regulation and policies as well the biophysical and built environments are fundamental in guiding individual actions and, because of their macro/meso level implications, engaging societies towards collective impact (of behavior) towards climate action. Social environmental learning promoted by local leadership, information dissemination, community-based social marketing and fiscal incentives can cultivate social norms and sustainable behaviors (McKenzie-Mohr, Doug and Smith, William, 1999 [66]) and may influence political decision-making towards economic instruments such as carbon pricing to further advance climate solutions (World Bank, 2015 [67]). The urban context, defined by its morphology, biodiversity, mobility choices and built infrastructure, impacts inhabitants on a daily basis. Cities that offer its citizenry a choice architecture that promotes connectivity of urban systems and services, coupled with green corridors and buttressed by low-carbon modes of mobility for walking, bicycling, bus rapid transit (BRT) and rail, are better positioned to foster sustainable behaviors and lifestyles as evidenced further below in Table 2. In the context of increasing urbanization, environments without nature pose even greater challenges to promote environmental awareness, ecological conservation and sustainable practices (Riechers et al., 2016 [45]). The time is ripe for local authorities and city planners to amplify nature and its equitable accessibility in urban environments, while optimizing (cultural) ecosystem services, to strengthen the ecological-social interconnections paramount in fostering climate action.

Transportation accessibility is a cornerstone of a sustainable urban environment and dictates the viability of a sustainable lifestyle on the basis that transport emissions represent the fastest growing sector and are expected to double by 2035 (Dulac, 2013 [68]; IPCC, 2014 [6]) In today’s rapidly urbanizing world, true commitment to climate change mandates a low-carbon trajectory for
mobility infrastructure (Nakamura and Hayashi, 2014 [69]) to optimize spatial layout and systems configuration with a socio-economic and environmental lens. Policy interventions are understood in the behavioral literature as context destabilizers that create windows of opportunity to disrupt habitual, business as usual practices, largely based on attitudes, values, and norms, and introduce deliberate decision-making on the part of the individual. Changing ingrained personal habits, for example to use public transit, is more probable during periods of routine change, e.g., new employment, re-location, (Kurz et al., 2015 [64]). This coincides with the author’s climate action rubric which underscores the importance of pre-empted urban investments in low-carbon transport infrastructure and city (and metropolitan) level incentives, e.g., transit subsidies, to encourage and guide behavior change. Similarly, public investment in pedestrian infrastructure and access to green areas is necessary to cultivate, broad-based public support for the general protection and governance of ecosystems (Pyle, 1993 [70], Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005 [71], Miller, 2005 [72]).

The policy and regulatory context cannot be avoided and provides the essential framework for equitable and effective climate action implementation without which a tragedy of the commons is the current reality and inevitable future without essential behavior change. The macro level context must also be exemplified by institutional action that demonstrates government and public actors leading by example, a vital lesson learned during the UK government’s behavioral change strategy (Fudge and Peters, 2011 [73]). Political leadership to introduce a congestion tax in various European cities has reduced the number of automobiles on the road, by 12% in the case of Gothenburg Sweden. In Ljubljana, its car-free city center has heightened the quality of life and led to the re-election of its visionary yet practical mayor. Leading by public example is a powerful means of social learning and promoter of sustainable behavior at the individual and institutional levels (Reed et al., 2010 [74]; Wray-Lake et al., 2010 [47])

Education is an equally important driver of sustainability, particularly at the primary and secondary school levels, for cultivating future generations to respect and live in balance with the natural environment (Lysack, 2010 [43]). However, at present, less than 25% of children globally complete secondary school (UN 2012 [2]) undermining the resiliency potential of our present and future societies.

The consumer market is an aggressive driver of behavioral change. Growing global consumerism is amongst the root causes of natural resource depletion and contributors to climate instability. The demand for goods will only increase as Brazil, Russia, India and China (the BRICS) and other emerging economies continue to grow and develop. Therefore, a complementary global challenge is to re-direct production processes towards nature-based sustainable practices that embrace resource efficiency, life cycle assessments and biomimicry to decouple economic development from environmental degradation and mitigate climate impact. The UK experience recognized the need for a concerted commitment among all parties, involving government, industry/private sector and consumers/households to effectuate sustained change towards low-carbon lifestyles (Fudge and Peters, 2011 [73]).

Channeling the consumer market towards sustainable/green commodities offers a tremendous opportunity to nudge behavior to support climate action. A 2015 10,000-person sample survey indicated the consumers of the world’s nine largest economies are willing to support sustainability and opt for companies engaged in sustainable production practices and committed to corporate social responsibility. More optimistic is the trend among consumers of the acknowledgement of their personal responsibility for sustainable action and willingness to compromise ownership or quality in support of ecological and social purposes (Cone Communications, 2015 [75]). The Cone survey complements a global survey (n = 62) conducted by the author, wherein a sense of personal commitment to take climate/environmental action was highly recorded, both through participating in a planning process and willingness to pay for urban ecosystems for environmental protection. The author survey’s purpose was stakeholder input for the Urban Climate Change Researchers Network (UCCRN) ARC2-3 2015-6 publication for the Paris COP21, which explored the current public awareness of the nature–climate link for the chapter on Urban Ecosystems and Biodiversity. The indications of personal
commitment are positive rallying points for further research to guide development of policy, fiscal and planning instruments for behavior change towards climate action.

Role of Technology in Shaping Sustainable Behavior

In present day, the role technology and social media play in influencing (environmental) behavior cannot be underestimated and could easily be a separate paper. In support of the current argument, suffice to say technology’s capacities, e.g., participatory sensing tools, applications, among others, can allow planners and researchers to better understand the impact of the cultural ecosystem services on the individual and society (MacKerron and Mourato, 2013 [76]). In addition it facilitates communication by cities to engage their citizenry in a shared sense of purpose in shaping a sustainable and resilient city through positive messaging of Mother Nature’s free benefits for ecological and human wellbeing. An attitudinal trend among American high school seniors, whereby technology is highly seen as the solution to environmental problems, interestingly reinforcing their environmental commitment (Wray-Lake et al., 2010 [47]) as well as an understanding of how the technology-driven shared/collaborative economy can advance climate action, offers valuable research promise.

6. Climate Impact on Wellbeing and Quality of Life

Health is a sensitive tipping point and key determinate of quality of life. As climate change becomes increasingly viewed in the context of public health, the quality of life in cities will be an important indicator of their prosperity. Environmental conditions and infrastructure services have taken high importance among the various city rating systems. Such urban metrics influence corporate investment and human resource decisions and can have serious implications for local governments. Cities that do not meet basic health standards run the risk of losing foreign direct investment and the presence of transnational corporations that monitor the work environments of their employees. Pollution, public services, transportation, and the natural environment are among the rating factors used by Mercer’s Location Evaluation and Quality of Living Reports. Similarly, the Economist Liveability Ranking weights environment and cultural aspects as 25% of their total score, with climate and temperature as prominent contributing indicators. Infrastructure and its services contribute 20% with public transportation being a key parameter. The Siemens Green City Index categorizes cities based upon resource consumption, ecological supporting behaviors and carbon emissions per capita. The world’s top ranked cities for quality of life provide the institutions, infrastructure facilities and ecological conditions that are conducive to economic growth and illustrative of high levels of sustainable societal behavior (Table 2). Most are intermediate size cities with a compact urban form supported by an integrated network of public transport infrastructure and ample amount of green space that create the basis for a harmonious and healthy quality of life (Bieri, 2013 [77]). Further investigation would reveal the advantages of European urban morphologies and energy sources that are reflected in lower CO$_2$ emissions and higher sustainable behavior indicators attributable in large part to public policy shifts and low-carbon urban infrastructure investments after the 1970s energy crisis; however, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

Public health concerns can serve as a common denominator to unite differences across the climate agenda and engage population groups in finding common ground for sustainable climate action. Galvanizing broader political and public support lies in raising awareness of the climate—health linkage and the multiplicity of benefits nature-based solutions can contribute to creating low-carbon well-planned communities for healthy and sustainable quality of life. An urban environment that supports a balanced co-existence between nature and its built infrastructure provides the upstream context to influence human behavior and encourage sustainable lifestyles that underpin long-term climate stability.
Table 2. Quality of life and environmental indicators—overview of select cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>City Rankings of Quality of Life by:</th>
<th>Pop. (2015)</th>
<th>CO₂ Tonnes per Capita</th>
<th>Green Space: % of Total Area</th>
<th>Sustainable Behaviors of Citizens: % of Walking, Cycling or Taking Public Transport to Work</th>
<th>Sustainable Behavior of City: % Recycled Municipal Waste</th>
<th>PM10/PM2.5 (EEA) **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>#1 Mercer (since 2011) #2 Economist #4 Siemens</td>
<td>1.8 m</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>27.20%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>33.35%</td>
<td>27/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurich</td>
<td>#2 Mercer #6 Siemens</td>
<td>377 K</td>
<td>3.70 (estimated)</td>
<td>(24%)</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>20/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td>#5 Mercer #3 Economist #2 Siemens (in North America)</td>
<td>603 K</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>60% (est.)</td>
<td>4.9 PM2.5+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>#9 Mercer #1 Siemens</td>
<td>1.2 m</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>17.50%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>23.61%</td>
<td>12/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>#1 Economist (since 2011)</td>
<td>4.4 m</td>
<td>17.7 *</td>
<td>22% (tree canopy)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>14.8 PM2.5#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author; Data sets referenced: Siemens Green Index, Mercer, European Commission; Cities listed were ranked in at least two of the three indices in the top 10, with the exception of Melbourne that was included due to its longevity ranked #1 by the Economist Global Liveability Rankings; * [78]; + [79]; # [80]; ** EEA = European Environment Agency; PM = particulate matter in micrometers.
7. Conclusion and Recommendations

We are at a cross roads in human development. Years of anthropogenic exploitation of Mother Nature are manifesting in significant costs to human lives, economic assets and natural capital. Global population is nearing nine billion, with urban populations projected at 6.3 billion by 2050 (Gouldson et al. [81] 2015), and exerting prohibitive pressures on the natural environment while jeopardizing the basic resources individuals and societies need to survive. The globally adopted UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGS) are an imperative call to action for governments and societies to pursue a sustainable trajectory in how we plan, source and live our lives within planetary boundaries. In the aftermath of the Paris Conference of the Parties (COP21), national governments will be obliged to transpose the climate agreements into policies and programs that incentivize timely implementation to preserve our natural ecosystems, and in doing so, harness their services to lay the road for closing the emissions gap and safeguarding human prosperity.

Sustainable cities, represented by SDG #11, encapsulate many if not all the other development goals in a microcosm that offers amongst the best opportunities to advance in parallel climate action and global sustainability. These international agendas intersect in urban environments that house the world’s population agglomerations, critical infrastructure and economic hubs, and therefore represent the ideal economies of scale to cultivate the societal behavior change essential for long lasting climate stability.

Cities can harness the power of its citizens and natural capital for the urgency needed to expedite the incremental multi-lateral climate processes. Local policy makers can shape the regulatory context through planning and investment decisions that prioritize low-carbon/impact infrastructure and nature-based solutions as integral elements of a local climate action rubric to meet adaptation and mitigation needs. In turn nature’s invaluable ecosystems services (co-benefits) can foster the betterment of local socio-economic conditions and lay the foundation for sustainable behaviors. Environmental awareness and action is in part the result of contact with the natural environment in everyday life (Chawla, 2010 [42]); promoting it at scale will require the greening of our cities, public spaces, and built environments, wherein urban planning will need to play an instrumental role in embedding green infrastructure principles into development practices (Benedict, Mark, McMahon, and Edward, 2001 [82]).

Nature-based solutions provide the essential services to contribute substantially to mitigate carbon emissions and enhance adaptive capacities. Simultaneously, nature provides the ecosystem cultural services to enhance human health and well-being. In a policy context that supports greener cities heighten environmental consciousness and stewardship is cultivated and can potentially promote sustainable behavior change on account of awaken biophilia. Limited empirical evidence and the challenges of measuring biophilia have necessitated an exploratory review of the association of biophilia and climate action. It is therefore introduced in the broader context illustrated in the local climate rubric with the understanding that individual and societal behaviors are a function of multiple factors but human sustainability solely one—Mother Nature.

8. Policy and Research Recommendations

A forward thinking and supportive policy context is fundamental to advancing the global climate and sustainability goals. Cities can be instrumental in contributing to both agendas.

The following policy recommendations are put forth to better position cities and optimize their contributions. Some specific recommendations for cities are found in Appendix (Table A1).

- Strengthen national level policy engagement with sub-national and city governments, promoting vertical integration, on the climate change and sustainable development agendas.
- Allow access to sub-national governments and non-state actor partnerships to international financing and capacity building mechanisms.
- Support cross-sector and multi-disciplinary programming at the national levels that fund and facilitate implementation of integration of urban systems planning, infrastructure development and operations at the sub-national and city levels.
- Mandate environmental education curriculums at all academic levels, starting with primary school through university; incentivize learning institutions to become models of sustainability by optimizing structural space for renewable energy, storm water management, energy efficiency, urban agriculture, and local knowledge sharing
- Support cities in data collection, monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of socio-economic and ecological indicators
- Incorporate natural ecosystem valuations and impact assessments into development projects;
- Monetize the value of urban ecosystems services as part of a local awareness raising and call to action campaign
- Enforce sustainable land use planning and integrated systems design, adopting local ordinances to promote renewable energy, green infrastructure, inter-connected multi-modal transport infrastructure, net zero energy buildings
- Optimize the restoration, equitable distribution and governance of urban ecosystems and green spaces; support networks and encourage participation of non-traditional actors; support the creation of green jobs and small businesses for the maintenance of green spaces.
- Provide incentives for nature-based urban innovations and biomimicry research that meet the needs of local communities and sectors

Better understanding the drivers of behavioral change for climate action is a continuous process in light of changing demographic trends, political landscapes and technological advancements. Additional research is needed to learn how to effectively catalyze biophilia at the individual and societal levels and channel it towards tangible actions that culminate in sustainable lifestyles. The following research recommendations are suggested to further explore the human–nature nexus for the benefit of advancing environmental preservation, climate action and sustainable human development:

- Understand the effects of different types of (public) green space on the individual and potential impact of cultural ecosystem services to foster behavior change in support of climate and sustainable actions.
- Explore the level of personal responsibility towards global sustainability and willingness to pay or compromise in support of ecological and socio-economic aims.
- Investigate the impact of biophilic design on building end-users with the aim to understand the degree of environmental awareness and sustainable behavior and its spillover, if any, to other aspects of an individual’s life.
- Record citizen understanding of urban ecosystems and their services in select cities to gage a willingness to pay for nature-based and low-carbon/impact solutions for addressing climate change and sustainability concerns.
- Better understand the degree of personal connectedness to nature and what that means for the individual in terms of their daily actions and lifestyle choices.
- Further investigate the climate–health relationship to understand the impacts of intersecting agendas on individual and societal behavior towards climate action.
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Appendix

Table A1. Climate action rubric (and accelerator)—priorities for local governments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Strategies/Actions</th>
<th>Climate Action Outcomes and Benefits</th>
<th>City Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban Planning and Policy</strong></td>
<td>Land use and spatial planning for compact development; mixed—uses; transit oriented development (TOD); urban systems integration; connectivity of services; higher densities; street design; zero waste; sustainable transport; renewable energy Prioritize brown field development Public lighting; change to LEDs/ CFLs, sensor lighting</td>
<td>Mitigation of energy demand and reduced GHGs; Adaptation and resiliency; Mitigation of energy use; reduced resource (land) consumption</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sfclimateaction.org/">http://www.sfclimateaction.org/</a> <a href="https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/dublin-ban-cars-city-center-city-council-vote">https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/dublin-ban-cars-city-center-city-council-vote</a> <a href="http://baltimorederevelopment.com/lor-business/assistance-programs-tax-credits/brownfield-tax-credit/">http://baltimorederevelopment.com/lor-business/assistance-programs-tax-credits/brownfield-tax-credit/</a> <a href="http://corporativo.codensa.com.co/EN/PRENSA/COMUNICADOS/Pages/CODENSAandUaescompletedBogot%C3%A1'sFirstLEDPublicLightingSystem.aspx">http://corporativo.codensa.com.co/EN/PRENSA/COMUNICADOS/Pages/CODENSAandUaescompletedBogot%C3%A1'sFirstLEDPublicLightingSystem.aspx</a> <a href="http://www.bogotahumana.gov.co/article/localidad-kennedy-recibe-nuevas-luminarias-p%C3%BAblicas-en-el-sector-plaza-am%C3%A9ricas">http://www.bogotahumana.gov.co/article/localidad-kennedy-recibe-nuevas-luminarias-p%C3%BAblicas-en-el-sector-plaza-am%C3%A9ricas</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban Ecosystems</strong></td>
<td>Use of green infrastructure; install green roofs (and facades), plant street trees, protect and maintain urban parks and forests; create pocket pockets and green corridors; Eco-systems based adaptation with green infrastructure and hybrid systems; Ecosystems conservation and management</td>
<td>Mitigation of energy demand and reduced GHGs; Adaptation: storm water management; Behavior Change; Sustainable Lifestyles Biodiversity conservation Food security Water and air purification</td>
<td><a href="http://www.teebweb.org/publication/teeb-manual-for-cities-ecosystem-services-in-urban-management/">http://www.teebweb.org/publication/teeb-manual-for-cities-ecosystem-services-in-urban-management/</a> <a href="http://water.epa.gov/infrastructure/greeninfrastructure/">http://water.epa.gov/infrastructure/greeninfrastructure/</a> gi_funding.cfm <a href="http://www.gicinc.org/">http://www.gicinc.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Strategies/Actions</th>
<th>Climate Action Outcomes and Benefits</th>
<th>City Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Low-carbon/hybrid multi-modal transportation: public transit (metro, light rail, BRT, bus circulators); bike share, car to go, technology apps (Uber, Lyft); pedestrian, biking infrastructure</td>
<td>Mitigation of GHGs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>5 Rs, re/up-cycling,</td>
<td>Mitigation of GHGs, Green Economy, Behavior/Lifestyle Change</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wienenergie.at/eportal2/ep/channelView.do/">http://www.wienenergie.at/eportal2/ep/channelView.do/</a> pageTypeld/72164/channelId/-51715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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